2001 honda accord neutral safety switch

Dan Ferrell writes about do-it-yourself car maintenance and repair. He has certifications in
automation and control technology. In automatic transmissions, the neutral safety switch also
known as the starting safety switch is a switch, normally open, that keeps the starting system
from operating while the transmission is in gear. The vehicle should only start when the shift
selector is in Park or Neutral. On newer vehicles, this switch also turns the back-up lights on
and off and communicates with the car and body computers about gear positioning. When the
safety switch fails, you can do a series of tests and see if it is just a matter of adjustment if it is
an adjustable type of switch or if you actually need to replace it. Depending on the particular set
up or configuration of your switch, you can test it with a small jumper wire, a test light, or a
digital multimeter DMM. Just jump to the appropriate section for your vehicleâ€”automatic or
manual transmission switchesâ€”and start checking your switch. Photo courtesy of Nick Ares
on Flickr. Before you try to adjust the switch, you can do a couple of preliminary tests that can
give you a clue about the condition of the switch. Although not a definitive test, it will serve you
as an additional check for the procedures that follow:. If the engine doesn't crank in any
position, try the next test, first in Park and then in Neutral:. The switch is operated by the shift
linkage. If you don't know what the neutral switch looks like in your vehicle model, here are
three options to know what you're looking for:. Photo in public domain - Wikipedia. Once you've
gained access to the switch, double-check that your transmission is set to Park. You may need
to use the following adjusting procedure or the next, depending on your application. Adjusting
the Switch by Sliding the Switch. Depending on your application, a neutral safety switch may be
adjusted. If the engine starts, tighten the switch mounting bolt to the torque specification
indicated in your repair manual usually 48 in-lbs, [5 Nm] ; otherwise, try readjusting the switch.
If this is not possible, make sure there's a problem in the starting circuit or the switch itself has
failed, continue with the following tests. Trying to adjust the neutral switch may not work. If the
vehicle refuses to start, probably the switch has failed or there's a problem in the starting
circuit. To confirm whether the switch is still working, do the following test. You may need to
look up the wiring diagram in your repair manual for the switch connector to identify both the
wire where voltage comes in, and the wire where voltage goes out. If the engine starts this time,
you need to replace the neutral switch; otherwise, continue with the next test. Back-Probing the
Switch. On some models, it's possible to back-probe the switch using a test light or digital
multimeter. Using the wiring diagram from your repair manual, locate the wire s for the
incoming voltage and outgoing voltage to the starter solenoid. The TR sensor can be an analog
or digital type. An analog TR sensor can be checked with an ohmmeter. Follow the instructions
in your repair manual to check the appropriate connections and compare the resistance values
to the specifications. Checking a digital TR type sensor may require a scan tool. If necessary,
consult your repair manual. In the next video a neutral safety switch is disassembled. This view
can give you some clues about what can go wrong with a switch. The clutch pedal controls the
switch, which closes only when the clutch pedal is fully depressed to allow the starter motor to
operate. If the engine starts, you may need to replace or adjust adjustable types the switch. If
the engine doesn't start, there could be a problem with the starting circuit or one of its
components. A neutral safety switch out of alignment or worn out is not uncommon. Operation
of the shift selector, vibration during engine operation, and dealing with road imperfections
while moving down the road, all create the ideal conditions for the shift linkage to wear down
and for the neutral switch to come loose and get out of alignment or fail. If you have an
automatic transmission and the switch seems to be operating properly, check the shift linkage.
On manual transmissions, if your interlock switch seems to be working properly, most likely the
problem is with the starting circuit or one of its components. Content is for informational or
entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional
advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. Question: The neutral safety switch is
inside the transmission on the Allison transmission. Is there away to bypass it to get the vehicle
to a repair shop? This one works in conjunction with the neutral safety switch. The NSBU
mounts in the valve body of the transmission. Replacing the neutral safety switch might not be
such a hassle. If that's what you need to replace, you may want to try consulting your repair
manual. I think you may be able to replace it yourself. If the NSBU has failed, you may want to
try providing power directly to the starter to fire up the engine. Then drive to the shop to replace
the switch. Is a replacement required? If so, is it an expensive repair or even necessary?
Answer: Sometime you can remove the cover plate and clean the contacts and have it running
for some time. But they wear out and are bound to give you problems again. Question: I
changed my neutral safety switch that took the check engine light off. It's adjusted right as far
as I know because it starts and drives and everything. But today I had an incident where I drove
it for like half an hour, put it in Park, and when I came back out, it wouldn't release out of Park,
and I'm kind of baffled by that. I'm wondering what it is? Answer: Probably the shift interlock is

stuck. Make sure the key is in the On position. Possibly your car if pre, and for sure and newer
has another interlock in the brake. Make sure to depress the brake pedal when trying to start the
car. Another possibility is the shift interlock solenoid. You may try using the shift lock override.
Set the emergency brakes, set the ignition key to the On position. The shift lock override slot is
located near the shift lever on the console. Insert a small screwdriver and push the lock and
hold it there. Step on the brake pedal, now try releasing the shift lever using the release button.
Try starting the engine in Neutral. But with the floor shifter in neutral, the new switch doesn't
line up with the flats or the mounting holes. What's the problem? On some models, the switch
slides over the selector shaft â€” Possibly with the transmission in Park. The plastic bushing
inside may have to rotate counterclockwise. But check the instructions in your repair manual.
Question: Do both the park neutral switch screws need to be in before it works right? Answer:
Once the switch is properly set in place, they should hold the switch in position; otherwise, it
may not signal the transmission correctly. I have replaced the transmission switch. That took
the CEL off. Everything is working fine but I discovered accidentally that the engine cranks even
in R or D position. Why would there be no sign of switch failure at all in my Kia Sorento?
Answer: The safety switch might've moved from its original position. Sometimes it's easy just to
lose the mounting bolts and adjust the switch so that it starts in Park and Neutral. See if you
can follow the steps in the post. Otherwise, you'll need the repair manual for your particular
model. You might want to call your local dealer or auto parts store. They should be able to tell
you the exact location. I don't have the particular manual for it. While you're on it, you may be
curious to take a look at this video. Ford Focus and Fiestas seem to have some transmission
problems. I don't know if this relates at all to your particular issue. Hope this helps. American
auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and, through
hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car
was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV campgrounds
are being inundated with requests for their people to do things that are the RV owner's
responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance. Intake
manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to diagnose the
problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all, with an
expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.
You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a
good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to
know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who
doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you
diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving.
Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive
History. Index 1. Tools You'll Need 2. Checking a Neutral Switch on an Automatic Transmission
3. Checking a Neutral Switch on a Standard Transmission 4. What if my Switch Tests Okay?
Related Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda
Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. The
neutral safety switch is often an overlooked component of a vehicle. When you go to start your
engine, the gear must be set to Neutral or Park. Most people will already have their gear set to
Park from when they parked their car before and that is fine. However, automatic transmission
systems are built with a safety component which prevents you from starting the engine if the
gear is set to another gear other than Neutral or Park. This component is the neutral safety
switch. For instance, if you inadvertently set the gear to Drive and then try to start the engine,
the neutral safety switch will prevent the engine from starting. That way, the vehicle will not roll
forward right afterward. In an automatic transmission vehicle, the neutral safety switch is
typically placed inside the case of the transmission. It may also be integrated into the linkage
which gives the transmission its ability to change gears. As long as the gear is at Neutral or
Park, the neutral safety switch will let the ignition switch send its electrical current to the
ignition system and starter motor. Manual transmissions have a different component that acts
in a similar manner as the neutral safety switch. This component is installed in the clutch of the

vehicle and it prevents the engine from being started if the clutch pedal is not pressed. That is
why you need to recognize the symptoms of a bad neutral safety switch. Then you will know
when to bring your vehicle to a mechanic so that they can replace your faulty switch. If you
have set the gear to park in your automatic transmission and the engine does not crank after
you turn the key in the ignition, then you probably have a problem with your neutral safety
switch. Of course, you might not recognize this problem as being directly connected to your
neutral safety switch because the same symptom can occur from a bad battery or starter motor.
Sometimes the engine might crank in park but not in neutral. This is another possible symptom
of a neutral safety switch problem. The switch itself might still be in good shape, but it could be
loose in the transmission or there could be an electrical issue that is preventing the switch from
receiving power. The most obvious symptom of a bad neutral safety switch is when you can
crank the engine in any gear. You could have the gear set to Drive or Reverse and still be able to
crank it. If the engine is running, you will be able to crank it again too. If your neutral safety
switch is having serious electrical problems, then your engine will not crank in park or neutral.
The starter relay relies on the switch for receiving power. As you can see, this is usually a very
affordable replacement job to get done. Current problems. Why I believe that? The car starts
fine now. How can I find out if these three things are connected to my NSS? What could be
wrong with my car? Just a thoughtâ€¦ Adjustment of the switch? If it is not accurate then ALL
the lights will be either off or on part time as the contacts are slightly off? I own a Mazda but
have not had this trouble YET. The fact that Park is off permanent and the others are
intermittent makes me pretty sure that is the problem. Imagine the parts in the switch not able to
make full contact in the park position- then as you move into other positions they may only just
make contact, bump in the road may make it go on and off as you say it does in D. Can in make
your car go into neutral while going down the road and want go back into you stop turn off Car.
I have a Honda Civic and looking for a answer why my car is jumping into neutral after motor
warms up? Anyone ever had this problem? My f super duty starts fine the first time but after
driving for awhile and turning off it will not start again until it cools off, could this be the
problem also this started about the same time my shift indicated broke. My dad had same
problem with his truck.. Last thing i dit was clean his battery cables both sides positive and
grounds.. And its been starting up every time since.. Still baffles me but i dont know bro try
cleaning cables esprcially thegrounds on block â€¦kick a tire. Sounds like your starter is
overheating, happened with a Trans Am I had and the remedy was to wrap the starter in a heat
wrap. Apparently the starter was right next to the catalytic converter and would only start cold. I
just got a Mazda mvp and when I turn it off the is stuck in the ignition. The only way to get the
key out is to disconnect the battery. What would be the problem? Please help. Have a sel
mercedez Had the petrol pump replaced also a couple of other little things Having to start my
car in neutral sometimes prompted me to get a new safety switch hard to get though. But can a
faulty switch give trouble starting as if there is no petrol? A faulty neutral safety switch could
cause the vehicle not to crank. Had the same issue on my 06 f 6. The root cause was the
o-rongs on stand pipes and dummy plugs located inside of valve covers were worn causing too
low of oil pressure to fire the injectors so truck will not start back up after being shut off till oil
can get cool and thicken up to cause higher oil pressure to fire the injectors. In a standard
transmission it should be located near the clutch pedal assembly. If you google your make and
model, you will probably find a helpful adjustment video on YouTube, or a walkthrough in a
forum. I have chevy s10 4. I had the cluster looked at and said it was good.. I was told at the
shop could be be neutral switch near the transmission the problem. The truck starts and runs
well just the light not working when you shift. Could that be the problem? I know that it needs a
new Neutral Safety Switch. Then I have been told that it is on the outside. Can anyone tell me up
straight? Table of Contents. Looking for Replacement Parts? My f super duty starts fine the first
time but after driving for awhile and turning off it will not start again until it cools off, could this
be the problem also this started about the same time my shift indicated broke Reply. Apparently
the starter was right next to the catalytic converter and would only start cold Reply. Please help
Reply. What differance is there between standard and auto,trans safty switch as far as
ajustment? Facebook Pinterest Twitter. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given
below only. Part may fit other years and models. We have 30 days return policy. If by accident
you receive an item that is defected, please contact me before leaving feedback. I will resolve all
issues in timely manner. It takes around business days to arrive. For shipping to other areas
outside of US will have additional shipping cost. Contact me for for quote prior to buying! Thank
you for shopping with me. Happy bidding!!! Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture

Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money
back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information alinatatyana Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making
your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Fast and safe Shipping. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Rancho Cordova, California, United
States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated
between Wed. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored
items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Transmission Mount for Honda Accord 2. A, Report item
- opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy
and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request.
Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not
available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle
s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended.
Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by alinatatyana. Shipping
and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout.
Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. International Priority Shipping. The neutral safety switch is a
safety device that only allows you to start your engine when the automatic transmission is in
either Park or Neutral. The purpose of the neutral safety switch is to prevent the car from
starting while in gear, which would cause it to launch forward unexpectedly. In the mid's, the
automotive industry underwent a tremendous shift in regards to overall vehicle safety. Many
automotive historians point to the formation of the Specialty Equipment Manufacturers
Association SEMA in as the moment when advancements in motorsports safety began to show
up in production vehicles. Common safety devices found in motorsports such as seat belts and
fuel shut off systems were invented for motorsport applications and found their way into
production vehicles. Although most production vehicles have had a neutral safety switch as
early as the late 's, their use on manual transmissions was mandated by the SFI Foundation and
became commonplace in the early 's on all production vehicles. The neutral safety switch for an
automatic transmission is located inside the transmission case or in the linkage that allows the
vehicle to shift gears. This switch prevents you from starting the engine when the transmission
is in any gear other than Park or Neutral. Manual transmissions have a similar safety device that
is commonly located on the clutch pedal. This ensures that a manual transmission vehicle can't
be started unless the clutch pedal is depressed. Once triggered, the neutral safety switch allows
the electrical current to cycle from the ignition switch to the engine starter and ignition system
which activates the ignition process. This is done to prevent damage to the starter motor and
the transmission, but most importantly to reduce potential accidents. When the neutral safety
switch or one of the components that connects the switch to ancillary support systems that
operate the device is damaged, there are a few warning signals or symptoms that may indicate a
problem exists. Noted below are a few of these warning signs that should alert you to contact a
local ASE certified mechanic to inspect and replace the neutral safety switch if needed. When

the driver turns the ignition switch and the automatic transmission is in park, or the manual
transmission is in neutral and the clutch pedal is engaged, the car should trigger the starter to
engage. However, if they turn the key under these circumstances and the vehicle does not crank
over , it may be caused by a faulty neutral safety switch inside the transmission or clutch pedal.
Since this symptom may also be attributed to battery issues , broken starters , or other
component failures, a certified mechanic will need to inspect this in person to determine the
correct course of action. On the opposite side of the spectrum, when the vehicle cranks over
when the transmission in in park but not neutral, it's typically due to a faulty neutral safety
switch. In this case, the switch is either experiencing an internal component failure where it is
activating in one gear but not the other. It may also be due to an electrical failure or that the
switch is loose and needs to be adjusted. A certified mechanic can repair this issue if found
early enough. If the engine will not crank at all , it's typical of a neutral safety switch that is
experiencing electrical issues. In this case, no power is flowing through the neutral safety
switch to the starter relay. This prevents the starter motor from cranking the engine. This
symptom indicates a completely open electrical circuit inside the neutral safety switch which
may be due to a faulty relay, blown fuse , or electrical problem with the switch itself. If the issue
is with the switch, it will need to be replaced. Being able to crank the engine even when it is
already running and the transmission is in gear is a sign of a neutral safety switch that has a
short circuit internally. When this occurs, it's a serious safety hazard, as essentially it's as if
there is no neutral safety switch installed on your vehicle. In this case, the safety switch must
be replaced as soon as possible to avoid serious accidents or injuries. If you experience any of
the above symptoms or warning signs, it's smart to contact a trained technician like the local
ASE certified mechanics from YourMechanic. The most popular service booked by readers of
this article is Starting And Charging Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over
services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will
come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house
calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Starting And Charging Inspection
Cost. Service Location. Engine will not crank in park but cranks in neutral When the driver turns
the ignition switch and the automatic transmission is in park, or the manual transmission is in
neutral and the clutch pedal is engaged, the car should trigger the starter to engage. Engine will
not crank in neutral but cranks in park On the opposite side of the spectrum, when the vehicle
cranks over when the transmission in in park but not neutral, it's typically due to a faulty neutral
safety switch. Engine does not crank at all, regardless of the transmission gear If the engine will
not crank at all , it's typical of a neutral safety switch that is experiencing electrical issues.
Engine cranks in any gear Being able to crank the engine even when it is already running and
the transmission is in gear is a sign of a neutral safety switch that has a short circuit internally.
Check Engine Light. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational
purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more
details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent
Starting And Charging Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. James 12 years
of experience. Request James. First, let me say I absolutely love this business. I am moving out
of town tomorrow and needed a quick oil change before I drive cross country so I was checking
out some shops around town before remembering I had run across these guys' Facebook ad. I
went online Saturday and scheduled an appointment for an oil change at 3 PM on Monday
afternoon. I was immediately informed that James Sommers would be my mechanic and
received a few emails confirming my appointment. However, I was pleasantly surprised when
James called Sunday night to confirm our appointment, showed up right on time, and was very
personable. He knocked the job out quickly, chatting with me through the whole process. After
telling him I was going on a long road trip, he gave me a few more pointers and was on his way.
All in all, I could not be happier with the service, and am now just upset that back in Chicago I
will not be able to use this service. I highly recommend this service to everyone! Thanks James!
Here's to hoping expansion happens quickly!!! Chuy 14 years of experience. Request Chuy.
Excellent service. The service was quick and Chuy was very friendly. Anderson 27 years of
experience. Request Anderson. Anderson was very friendly and professional. Justin 8 years of
experience. Request Justin. Great job and service. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles.
Read more. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Blower Motor Switch If your blower motor switch only
works on certain settings, gets stuck, or has a broken knob, you may need to replace your
blower motor switch. Related questions Car will not move in any gear engine sounds fine
Nissan Murano Hi there - the P problem code indicates low hydraulic pressure internal to the
transmission. It can also indicate failed speed sensors inside the transmission. I would
recommend a transmission inspection by a mobile, professional mechanic, such as one from
Car making squeaking and growling noise from under the hood by alternator The shaking and

stalling out as you describe can be caused by a variety of issues. When this happens there is
likely a Check Engine Light on that should register a fault code in the car's computer. I would
recommend Hi there. Sounds like there are a few things going on. First the code P means that
the timing chain has jumped a tooth making the camshaft and crankshaft out of sync. The chain
tensioner may need replaced if it Browse other content. Schedule your Starting And Charging
Inspection today! Starting And Charging Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ. A
neutral safety switch works just like a clutch switch except that it keeps an automatic
transmission from starting in gear. The neutral safety switch will allow the engine to start with
the transmission selector in park and neutral. The switch is located in two places on the vehicle.
Column shifters have the neutral safety switch located on the of the transmission. Mechanical
floor shifters have the neutral safety switch located on the of the transmission. Electronic floor
shifters have the neutral safety switch in the shifter housing and a gear position switch on the
transmission. This is commonly known as shift by wire. If you have the column or floor shifter
in park or in neutral and the engine does not start, then the neutral safety switch may have
failed. Also, if the column or floor shifter is in gear and the engine is able to start then the
neutral safety switch may have failed. Step 1: Place the column shifter or floor shifter in park.
Turn on the ignition key to start. Step 2: Set the parking brake. Place the column shifter or floor
shifter into neutral. The engine should start if the neutral safety switch is working correctly.
Step 1: Park your vehicle on a flat, hard surface. Make sure that the transmission is in park. Step
2: Place wheel chocks around the rear tires that will be remaining on the ground. Engage the
parking brake to the lock the rear tires from moving. Step 3: Raise the vehicle. Lift under the
vehicle at its specified jacking points until the wheels are completely off the ground. Step 4:
Place the jack stands. The jack stands should go under the jacking point locations and lower
the vehicle onto the jack stands. For most modern cars, the jacking points for jack stands will
be on the pinch weld just under the doors along the bottom of the car. Step 1: Install a nine volt
battery saver into your cigarette lighter. This will keep your computer live and keep your setting
current in the vehicle. Step 2: Open the hood and disconnect the battery. Remove the negative
post off of the battery terminal. Step 3: Get your creeper and tools. Go under the vehicle and
locate the neutral safety switch. Step 4: Remove the shifter linkage attached to the shifter on the
transmission. This linkage may be installed with a bolt and lock nut or with a boss pin and
cotter pin. Step 6: Unplug the harness to the neutral safety switch. You may need to use a small
pry bar to pop the harness off. Step 7: Remove the nut from the shifter shaft on the
transmission. Take off the shifter linkage bracket. Step 8: Remove the switch. Using the small
pry bar, apply slight pressure against the neutral safety switch and the transmission and
remove the switch. Step 3: Bring your tools with you in the passenger side of the vehicle.
Remove the carpet around the shifter housing. Step 4: Remove the mounting bolts on the floor
board. These are the bolts that secure the floor shifter. Step 5: Pick up the floor shifter
assembly and detach the harness. Turn the shifter assembly over and you will see the neutral
safety switch. Step 6: Remove the neutral safety switch from the shifter housing. Be sure to
clean the contact on the harness of the vehicle prior to installation. Step 1: Check that
transmission is in park. Using the shifter linkage bracket, turn the shifter shaft on the
transmission clockwise, ensuring that the transmission is in park. Step 2: Install the new neutral
safety switch. Use Anti-Seize on the shifter shaft to prevent rust and corrosion between the
shaft and the switch. Step 4: Plug in the harness to the neutral safety switch. Make sure that the
lock engages and secures the plug. Step 5: Install the shifter linkage bracket. Tighten the nut to
the proper torque specifications. Step 6: Install the linkage onto the linkage bracket. Tighten the
bolt and nut up tight. Step 7: Hook up the negative battery cable to the negative terminal. This
will supply power to the new neutral safety switch. Step 2: Place the floor shifter onto the floor
board. Attach the harness to the floor shifter and place the floor shifter down onto the floor
board. Step 3: Install the mounting bolts on the floor board. These secure the floor shifter. Step
4: Install the carpet around the shifter housing. Step 5: Hook up the negative battery cable to the
negative terminal. Step 1: Raise the vehicle. Step 3: Lower the vehicle to where all four wheels
are on the ground. Pull out the jack and put it aside. Step 1: Make sure that the shifter is in the
park position. Turn on the ignition key and start the engine. Step 2: Turn the ignition off making
the engine shut off. Place the shifter into neutral position. If the neutral safety switch is working
correctly the engine will start. To test the neutral safety switch, shut the engine off and restart
the engine three times in the park position and three times in the neutral position on the shifter.
If the engine starts up every time, then the neutral safety switch is working correctly. If you
cannot get the engine to start up in the park or neutral position or if the engine starts up in gear
after replacing the neutral safety switch, then you need further diagnosis of the neutral safety
switch and you may have electrical failure. The most popular service booked by readers of this
article is Clutch is not working Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over

services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will
come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house
calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Clutch is not working Inspection
Cost. Service Location. Part 1 of 8: Verifying the neutral safety switch condition Step 1: Place
the column shifter or floor shifter in park. The engine should start if the neutral safety switch is
working correctly Part 2 of 8: Preparing to work Materials Needed Floor jack Jack stands Wheel
chocks Step 1: Park your vehicle on a flat, hard surface. Note : Best to follow the vehicles
owners manual for proper jacking locations. Part 3 of 8: Removing the column shifter neutral
safety switch Materials Needed Allen wrench set Boxed end wrenches Breaker bar Fastener
remover only for vehicles with engine guard Needle nose plyers Nine volt battery saver Ratchet
with metric and standard sockets Small punch Small pry bar Torques bit set Torque wrench
Step 1: Install a nine volt battery saver into your cigarette lighter. If you do not have a nine volt
battery saver, it is not a big ordeal. This discharges the power to the neutral safety switch. Step
5: Remove the mounting bolts to the neutral safety switch. Note : Most shifter shafts on a
transmission will lock into park with turning clockwise. Note : The old switch may break when
removing due to rust or contamination. Part 4 of 8: Removing the electronic floor shifter neutral
safety switch Materials Needed Allen wrench set Boxed end wrenches Breaker bar Fastener
remover only for vehicles with engine guard Needle nose plyers Nine volt battery saver Ratchet
with metric and standard sockets Small punch Small pry bar Torques bit set Torque wrench
Step 1: Install a nine volt battery saver into your cigarette lighter. If you do not have a nine volt
battery saver, then it is okay. Part 5 of 8: Installing the column shifter neutral safety switch
Materials Needed Allen wrench set Anti-Seize Boxed end wrenches Breaker bar Fastener
remover only for vehicles with engine guard Needle nose plyers Nine volt battery saver Ratchet
with metric and standard sockets Small punch Small pry bar Torques bit set Torque wrench
Step 1: Check that transmission is in park. Step 3: Screw in the mounting bolts by hand. Torque
the bolts to proper specs. Warning : Tightening the bolts too tight will crack the new switch
Step 4: Plug in the harness to the neutral safety switch. Use a new cotter pin if the linkage was
attached by a boss pin. Warning : Do not use the old cotter pin due to work harden and fatigue.
The old cotter pin could break prematurely. Remove the nine volt battery saver from the
cigarette lighter. Part 6 of 8: Installing the electronic floor shifter neutral safety switch Materials
Needed Allen wrench set Anti-Seize Boxed end wrenches Breaker bar Fastener remover only for
vehicles with engine guard Needle nose plyers Nine volt battery saver Ratchet with metric and
standard sockets Small punch Small pry bar Torques bit set Torque wrench Step 1: Install the
new neutral safety switch into the shifter housing. Part 7 of 8: Lowering the vehicle Step 1:
Raise the vehicle. Step 2: Remove the jack stands. Keep them far away from the vehicle. Step 4:
Remove the wheel chocks from the rear wheels. Put these aside. Part 8 of 8: Testing the new
neutral safety switch Step 1: Make sure that the shifter is in the park position. Next Step
Schedule Clutch is not working Inspection The most popular service booked by readers of this
article is Clutch is not working Inspection. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are
only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of
service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related
Articles. Recent Clutch is not working Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary.
Augustine 12 years of experience. Request Augustine. He was very knowledgeable about my
old truck and was able to fix it right away. Thanks so much Augustine!!! Juan 9 years of
experience. Request Juan. Juan was professional, nice, and good at explaining what he was
doing and why. He helped me understand the issues with my car and my obtions to resolve
them. Michael 6 years of experience. Request Michael. Extremely polite and professional. He
explained things to me in a way I could understand as best he could to a senior woman lol. He
even moved my car off the street due to neighbor complaints. Ramon 20 years of experience.
Request Ramon. Toyota Pickup - Clutch is not working - Tucson, Arizona. Ramon was
courteous and on time. He was thorough and explained everything he was doing. I have to say, I
am so impressed that I will be calling for him for my two other vehicles! And, I have already
recommended this service and Ramon to my co-workers! Thank You! Need Help With Your Car?
Related articles. What to Do If Your Car Switches Get Dirty Your Your car interior gets dirty from
normal everyday usage where dust settles inside, from a mishap like spilling french fries to
accidentally leaving a window or door open at an inopportune time. Dirt can get into your
vehicle, wreaking Read more. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Cruise Control Brake Release
Switch If your cruise control system cuts off unexpectedly or stays on even when brakes are
applied, replace the cruise control brake release switch. When When you operate any function
inside your car, you are using a switch in some fashion. There are rocker switches, push
buttons, lever switches, and toggle switches, among many styles. All have different
appearances and while some operate in Related questions Wont start and battery is new. Is a

push button car and the brake paddle is stiff With a car that won't start, there are two important
distinctions to make. One is a crank no start and the other is a no crank. With a crank no start,
your motor will turn but the car won't start How do I adjust the power seats? These seats are
controlled by electronic levers on the side of the seat. My sunroof doesn't work at all and my ac
is blowing hot air The sunroof and the air conditioning system are two separate systems and
are not connected to the same fuse. While a blown fuse for either system is possible, any
number of faults can be causing each system to stop working Browse other content. Schedule
your Clutch is not working Inspection today! Clutch is not working Inspection Price. How can
we help? Read FAQ. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Honda Accord Neutral Safety Switch. Select your
vehicle year. Refine by:. Neutral Safety Switch part. Returns Policy. Showing 1 - 11 of 11 results.
Sort by:. Part Number: RH Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Product Details Quantity Sold : Sold individually. Part Number: P Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1
Showing 1 - 11 of 11 results. Replacement Neutral Safety Switch. Feb 09, Waaaay cheaper than
oem part and worked! Tim Parsons. Purchased on Aug 21, Dec 07, Good part Abdulfattah
Haidara. Purchased on Nov 21, Sep 25, You're always the best. Purchased on Sep 09, Show
More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Located outside the transmission box or on the valve
body, its job is to communicate the current gear selection or shift lever position with the TCM or
PCM. The transmission range sensor or neutral safety switch. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop
with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Honda Neutral Safety Switch.
Refine by:. Neutral Safety Switch part. Returns Policy. Shop Honda Neutr
2001 ford windstar fuel pump reset switch
ford ranger pj service manual
2005 mustang interior parts
al Safety Switch. Showing 1 - 15 of 24 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: RH Vehicle
Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 24
results. Honda Neutral Safety Switch Models. Honda Accord Neutral Safety Switch. Honda Civic
Neutral Safety Switch. Honda Crosstour Neutral Safety Switch. Honda Element Neutral Safety
Switch. Honda Fit Neutral Safety Switch. Honda Odyssey Neutral Safety Switch. Honda Passport
Neutral Safety Switch. Honda Pilot Neutral Safety Switch. Honda Prelude Neutral Safety Switch.
Honda Ridgeline Neutral Safety Switch. Helpful Automotive Resources. Located outside the
transmission box or on the valve body, its job is to communicate the current gear selection or
shift lever position with the TCM or PCM. The transmission range sensor or neutral safety
switch. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

